Automatic Term Extraction deals with the extraction of terminology from a domain specific corpus, and has long been an established research area in data and knowledge acquisition. ATE remains a challenging task as it is known that no existing methods can consistently outperforms others in all domains. This work adopts a different strategy towards this problem as we propose to 'enhance' existing ATE methods instead of 'replace' them. We introduce SemRe-Rank, a generic method based on the concept of incorporating semantic relatedness -an often overlooked venue -into an existing ATE method to further improve its performance. SemRe-Rank applies a personalized PageRank process to a semantic relatedness graph of words to compute their 'semantic importance' scores, which are then used to revise the scores of term candidates computed by a base ATE algorithm. Extensively evaluated with 13 state-of-the-art ATE methods on four datasets of diverse nature, it is shown to have achieved widespread improvement over all methods and across all datasets. The best performing variants of SemRe-Rank have achieved, on some datasets, an improvement of 0.15 (on a scale of 0 ∼ 1.0) in terms of the precision in the top ranked K term candidates, and an improvement of 0.28 in terms of overall F1.
Introduction
Automatic Term Extraction (or Recognition) deals with the extraction of terms -words and collocations representing domain-specific concepts -from a collection of domainspecific, usually unstructured texts. It is a fundamental task for data and knowledge acquisition, often a pre-processing step for many complex Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks. These can include, for example, information retrieval [1] , ontology engineering [2, 3] , machine translation [4] , visualization [5] and ultimately enabling business intelligence [6] .
Despite its importance, ATE is still considered an unsolved problem [7] , and new methods have been developed over the years to cope with the increasing demand for automated sensemaking of the ever-growing number of specialized documentation in industrial, governmental archives and digital libraries [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23] . These methods typically start with extracting term candidates (e.g., nouns, noun phrases, or n-grams) using linguistic processors, then apply certain statistical measures to compute a score for the candidates to rank them for the subsequent term selection. The statistical measures are often based on two principles: 'unithood' and 'termhood' [24] . Unithood evaluates the collocation strength of a term's components (to be referred as 'words' 1 ), i.e., whether or not sequences of words should be combined to form longer lexical units. 'Termhood' evaluates the degree to which a term is relevant to a domain.
Although a plethora of methods has been introduced, we notice two limitations of state-of-the-art. First, it is known that no method can consistently perform well in all situations. Comparative studies [7, 25] have shown that depending on the domains and datasets, the best performing ATE method always varies. Second, while state-of-the-art typically approximate termhood based on features such as word statistics (e.g., frequency), they often overlook the role of semantic relatedness [26] . Semantic relatedness describes the strength of the semantic association between two concepts or their lexical forms by encompassing a variety of relations between them. A more specific kind of semantic relatedness is semantic similarity, where the sense of relatedness is quantified by the 'degree of synonymy' [27] . For example, cat is similar to dog, and is related but not similar to fur. In the literature, methods for measuring distributional similarity of words [27] have been largely applied as a proxy to compute lexical semantic relatedness. To illustrate the importance of semantic relatedness in the context of ATE, assuming protein a representative term in a biomedical corpus, then the termhood of words highly related to it such as polymer and nitrogenous should be boosted according to their degree of relat-edness with protein, despite their frequency in the corpus.
In this work, we introduce SemRe-Rank, a generic method for incorporating semantic relatedness into an existing ATE method to improve the scoring and ranking of term candidates, ultimately enhancing its performance. SemRe-Rank applies a personalized PageRank process [28] to a semantic relatedness graph of words constructed using word embedding models [29] trained on domain-specific corpus. The PageRank algorithm [30] is well-known for its use in computing importance of nodes in a graph based on the links among them, and was originally used to rank webpages. The personalized PageRank extends it by implementing a 'bias' (personalization) in the computation to favour nodes that are more strongly connected to a set of seed (or 'starting') nodes. In the context of SemRe-Rank, we bias the computation towards a small set of seed terms, which can either be automatically selected (unsupervised) or manually annotated (supervised). Essentially, SemRe-Rank computes a score denoting a notion of 'semantic importance' for a word biased towards seed terms, by aggregating its relatedness with other words on the graph. This is then used to revise the score of a term candidate computed by an ATE algorithm, to obtain a final score.
SemRe-Rank is extensively evaluated with 13 state-of-theart ATE algorithms on four datasets of diverse nature, and has shown to effectively complement ATE methods that are based on word statistics as it achieved widespread improvement over all methods and across all datasets by at least one evaluation metric. In terms of the precision in the top ranked K term candidates, the highest improvements (on a scale of 0 ∼ 1.0) noticed are 0.10 for the unsupervised version and 0.15 for the supervised version. We have also noticed a very large proportion of cases where significant improvement (≥0.5) is achieved with different base ATE methods. In terms of overall F1, the highest improvements by the unsupervised and supervised versions are 0.12 and 0.28 respectively.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces ATE in details and reviews related work. Section 3 describes the proposed method. Section 4 describes datasets used for evaluating SemRe-Rank, while Section 5 presents experiments and evaluation of SemRe-Rank. Finally Section 6 concludes this work and discusses future work.
Related work

Automatic Term Extraction
A typical ATE method consists of two sub-processes: extracting candidate terms using linguistic processors and statistical heuristics, followed by candidate ranking and selection (i.e., filtering) using algorithms that exploit word statistics. Linguistic processors often make use of domain specific lexicosyntactic patterns to capture term formation and collocation. They often take two forms: 'closed filters' [31] focus on precision and are usually restricted to nouns or noun sequences. 'Open filters' [15] are more permissive and often allow adjectives, adverbs, etc. Both may use techniques including Part-of-Speech (PoS) tag sequence matching, n-gram extraction, Noun Phrase (NP) Chunking, and dictionary lookup. Most often, term candidates are normalized (e.g., lemmatization) to reduce inflectional forms and stop words are removed [32] . Simple statistical criteria such as minimal frequency of occurrence may be used to remove candidates that are almost impossible to be terms.
Candidate ranking and selection then computes scores for term candidates to indicate their likelihood of being a term in the domain, and classifies the candidates into terms and nonterms based on the scores. The ranking algorithms are considered the most important and complicated process in an ATE method [7] as they are often how an ATE method distinguishes itself from others. The selection of terms are often based on heuristics such as a score threshold, or a section of the top ranked term candidates [33] . In the following, we will focus on candidate ranking algorithms adopted by different ATE methods.
The ranking algorithms are often based on two principles: 'unithood' indicating the collocation strength of units that comprise a single term and 'termhood' indicating the association strength of a term to domain concepts. We will discuss related work in the groups of 'classic' methods that do not consider semantic relatedness (Section 2.1.1), against those that employ semantic relatedness in measuring termhood (Section 2.1.2). While most state-of-the-art ATE methods are unsupervised, recent years have seen an increasing number of machine learning based ATE methods, which often crosses the boundaries of traditional ATE categories. For these we discuss them in Section 2.1.3. Since the majority of literature has been well summarized in previous surveys, here we focus on the hypothesis and principles of these methods and refer readers to [32] for implementation details.
Classic unithood and termhood based methods
Unithood. This measures collocation strength, hence by definition, it is a type of measure for multi-word terms. The fundamental hypothesis is that if a sequence of words occurs more frequently together than its individual components, it is more likely to be an integral unit and therefore a term. A vast number of word association measures fall under this category, such as z-test [34] , t-test [35] , χ 2 test and log-likelihood [36] , and mutual information [37] . Even though unithood plays an important role in ATE, research has shown that the measures on their own are not sufficient to assess validity of a term candidate. [7] .
Termhood. This measures the degree to which a term candidate is specific to the domain, and this is primarily based on statistics such as occurrence frequency. These include total (TTF) [11] or average total (ATTF) term frequency in a corpus [33] , the adaptation of classic document-specific TF-IDF (term frequency, inverse document frequency) used in information retrieval to work at corpus level by replacing term frequency in each document with total frequency in the corpus [33] , Residual-IDF [13] measures the deviation of the actual IDF score of a word from its 'expected' IDF score predicted based on a Poisson distribution. The hypothesis is that such deviation is higher for terms than non-terms.
Several branches of methods have taken different directions to improve methods based on simple frequencies, including: focusing on multi-word terms, using statistics from reference corpora, considering term co-occurrence context, and employing word probability distributions over topic models.
CValue [12] observes that real terms in technical domains are often multi-word units and usually not used as part of other longer terms (i.e., nested). Frequency based methods are not effective for such terms as 1) nested term candidates will have at least the same and often higher frequency, and 2) the fact that a longer string appears n times is a lot more important than that of a shorter string. Thus CValue computes a score that is based on the frequency of a candidate and its length, then adjusted by the frequency of longer candidates that contain it. Several more recent methods following a similar principle are RAKE [21] , Basic [10] 2 , and ComboBasic [9] . RAKE firstly computes a score for individual words based on two components: one that favours words occurring often in longer term candidates, and one that favours words occurring frequently regardless of the words which they co-occur with. These are computed using properties of nodes on a co-occurrence graph of words. Then it adds up the scores of composing words for a term candidate. Basic modifies CValue by promoting term candidates that are part of other term candidates, often used for creation of longer terms. While CValue and Basic were originally designed for extracting multi-word terms, ComboBasic modifies Basic further by allowing customizable parameters that can be tailored either for extracting single-word or multi-word terms.
Weirdness [14] compares normalized frequency of a term candidate in the target domain-specific corpus with a reference corpus, such as the general-purpose British National Corpus 3 . The idea is that candidates appearing more often in the target corpus are more specific to that corpus and therefore, more likely to be real terms. Domain pertinence [38] is a simplification of Weirdness as it uses un-normalized frequency. Relevance [18] extends Weirdness by also taking into account of the number of documents where term candidates occur. Astrakhantsev [8] introduces LinkProbability, which uses Wikipedia as a reference corpus and normalizes the frequency of a term candidate as a hyperlink caption by its total frequency in Wikipedia pages. However, if a candidate does not match any hyperlinks it receives a score of 0.
NCValue [15] extends CValue by introducing the notation of 'term co-occurrence context'. It hypothesizes that 1) a domainspecific corpus usually has a list of 'important' words that appear in the vicinity of terms; 2) and that term candidates found in the context of such words should be given higher weight. It thus firstly computes CValue of term candidates in a corpus, then extracts words from the top n to be 'contextual words'. Next the CValue of any term candidates found in the context of these contextual words are boosted by its co-occurrence frequency with these words and their weights. Similarly, Matsuo et al. [19] ranks term candidates by their frequency in the cor-pus and a subset (typically top n%) is selected -to be called 'frequent terms'. Next, candidates are scored based on the degree to which their co-occurrence with these frequent terms are biased. This is computed using the χ 2 test.
The works by [39, 16] use topic-modelling techniques (e.g., clustering, LDA [40] ) to map the domain corpus into a semantic space composed of several topics. Then probability distribution over the topics for words are used to score term candidates. For example, Bolshakova et al. [39] adapts TTF and TF-IDF by replacing term frequency in the corpus with its probability in all topics, and document frequency with topic frequency. Li et al. [16] combines TTF with the sum of the probability of composing words over all topics.
Hybrid. Such methods often adopt linear or non-linear combination of unithood and termhood measures. For example, Wong et al. [24] proposed a method where the score of a term candidate is collectively dependent on 'domain prevalence' based on the frequency of a candidate in the target domain, 'domain tendency' measuring the degree to which a candidate tends to be found more frequently in the target domain than reference domains, and 'contextual discriminative weight' comparing a candidate against important contextual words. GlossEx [17] linearly combines 'domain specificity' (a termhood measure), which normalizes the Weirdness score by the length (number of words) of a term candidate, with 'term cohesion' (a unithood measure) that measures the degree to which the composing words tend to occur together as a candidate other than appearing individually. TermEx [20] , further extends GlossEx by linearly combining a third component that promotes candidates with an even probability distribution across the documents in the corpus (i.e., those that 'gain consensus' among the documents). Lossio-Ventura et al. [41] combines CValue, TFIDF, with a unithood measure called 'insideness' [42] that compares search engine page hits returned for exact matches and nonexact matches. Additionally, voting algorithms [25] that take (un-)weighted average of scores returned by several measures also belong to this category.
Semantic relatedness based methods
As shown before, the computation of termhood heavily relies on word statistics such as frequencies. However, we argue that semantic relatedness could also be a useful type of signal in ATE. This is overlooked by the majority of state-of-the-art ATE methods. Here we refer to semantic relatedness based methods as those explicitly using mathematical measures specifically for semantic relatedness (see [26] ) without generalizing to those that simply employ the principle of co-occurrence. A number of studies have been conducted in this area. While these propose independent ATE methods that typically promote term candidates that are semantically similar to a set of pre-selected words or terms from the corpus, SemRe-Rank is designed to complement an existing ATE method.
Astrakhantsev [8] proposed KeyConceptsRelatedness (KCR), which selects terms as those semantically related to some knowingly domain-specific concepts. Firstly, top n domain-specific concepts are extracted following an approach similar to [43] . This generally selects term candidates that are at least above a certain frequency threshold, and appear in the first few hundred of words in a document. Then these filtered term candidates are ranked by their frequency and the top n are selected. Next, for each term candidate, its semantic relatedness with each of the n concepts are computed, and its final score is the average of the top k (k < n) similarities. To compute semantic relatedness, the method trains a word embedding model using Wikipedia, and uses the cosine vector similarity metric. This is highly similar to Domain Coherence (DC) [10] and the method by [44] . In DC, 'key concepts' are replaced with an automatically constructed domain model consisting of words and phrases considered to be 'important'. This is built using the Basic measure. Then semantic relatedness with highly ranked words from this model is computed using 'normalized PMI' (NPMI). In [44] , the top n term candidates are extracted using CValue and TFIDF, and semantic relatedness is also computed using cosine vector similarity based on a word embedding model.
While these methods makes an arbitrary decision in selecting top n term candidates to be used as 'seeds' to rank other candidates based on semantic relatedness, SemRe-Rank however, naturally incorporates semantic relatedness into the scores computed by a base ATE method. They also rely on a set of parameters (e.g., n) that must be empirically tuned on data, while SemRe-Rank can be unsupervised.
Lossio-Ventura et al. [22] built a graph of term candidates based on their pair-wise semantic relatedness and argue that the weight of a term candidate depends on the number of neighbours that it has, and the number of neighbours of its neighbours on the graph. This is similar to the principle of RAKE [21] . Mathematically, semantic relatedness is calculated using a dice-coefficient function based on co-occurrence frequency and the term weight is modelled as a log function. In comparison, SemRe-Rank employs word embedding for computing semantic relatedness to capture latent connections between terms, and bases on the personalized PageRank algorithm that proves to be effective in modelling relationships of nodes in a graph.
Machine learning based methods
Given training data, machine learning based methods [8, 45, 46] transform training instances into a feature space and train a classifier that can be later used for prediction. The features can be linguistic (e.g., presence of nouns, adjectives, adverbs etc), or statistical, which often utilize scores calculated by any unsupervised ATE methods. For example, positive unlabeled (PU) learning [8] follows a bootstrapping approach starting with extracting top 50 -300 term candidates using ComboBasic, then using these candidates as positive examples to train a classifier using features such as CValue, DomainCoherence, Relevance, etc.
The major limitation of machine learning based methods is their dependence on the availability of training data that are costly to build. Empirically, they do not always outperform unsupervised, even simple methods [7] .
Keyword extraction
A related task receiving increasing attention in recent years is keyword extraction [47] . Defined as a highly relevant task to Named Entity Recognition (NER) [48] , one of the goals is identifying every mention instance of keywords and keyphrases in documents. A related competition was set-up in SemEval 2017 4 , and attracted 17 participating systems. Due to the high resemblance of the task to NER, participants have overwhelmingly adapted classic NER techniques, often using machine learning models built with training data.
The key difference of this task from ATE is its focus on individual documents. ATE extracts terms that are representative for the entire corpus and hence corpus-level statistics is important. Keyword extraction treats each document differently and most methods do not use global statistics exhibited at corpuslevel.
Another related study on keyword extraction is TextRank [49] , which also uses the PageRank algorithm. TextRank builds an undirected, weighted graph of words for each document based on a co-occurrence context window, then applies PageRank to compute scores for each word on the graph. The scores are then used to extract keywords for each document. In contrast, SemRe-Rank focuses on extracting domain-specific terms for the entire corpus, uses a different approach to construct graph, and employs personalized PageRank.
Methodology
The core idea of SemRe-Rank is to compute a score of 'semantic importance' for every unique word in the target corpus, by incorporating their semantic relatedness with other words. These scores are expected to complement other statistics-based features used by an ATE method, and used to revise base scores of term candidates (single or multi-word units) computed by the ATE algorithm, to improve the ranking. The following sections discuss in detail of the methods for: computing semantic relatedness between any two words (Section 3.1); calculating semantic importance using a graph-based approach (Sections 3.2, 3.3); and integrating semantic importance with other ATE algorithms (Section 3.4).
In the following, D = {d 1 , d 2 , ..., d n } denotes a collection of n documents belonging to one particular domain. terms(·) is a function returning a set of term candidates from either an individual document (d), or the entire corpus (D). t i ∈ terms(·) denotes a single term candidate in the set returned by terms(·). The generation of term candidates is not the focus of this work, as we use standard approaches depending on different corpus and domains (to be detailed in Section 5).
Similarly, function words(·) returns a set of unique words from ·, which can be a set of documents (e.g., D), or a set of term candidates T = {t 1 , t 2 , ..., t i }. We call words(D) the vocabulary of the entire corpus, while words(T ) the vocabulary of terms, or term candidates. The function also applies a filtering process including stop words removal and lemmatization (see Section 5.4) . w i ∈ words(·) denotes a single word in the set returned by words(·).
Pair-wise semantic relatedness
We use an existing approach based on the principle of distributional similarity to approximate semantic relatedness of two words [29] . Given the target corpus D, we train a word embedding model that maps every unique word in the corpus to a dense vector space of a given size k, where each dimension represents a latent concept hence each word represented as a probability distribution over a set of latent concepts. Then the semantic relatedness of two words rel(w i , w j ) is calculated using the cosine function between their vector representations:
, where w denotes the vector of the word w. We also define relrank(w i ) a function that 1) firstly computes rel(w i , w j ) between the target word w i , with every other word w j in the vocabulary of the term candidates extracted from D except itself (i.e., w j ∈ words(terms(D)), w i w j ), and then 2) returns the list of w j ranked by rel(w i , w j ):
Graph construction
For each d n ∈ D, we build an undirected graph consisting of words as nodes extracted from the term candidates in d n and words that they are 'strongly related to' from the corpus (to be detailed below). Then the personalized PageRank algorithm is applied to the graph to compute a rank score for every word. This score is then updated by summing the rank scores computed for the same word from every document that contains it (to be detailed in Section 3.3), to obtain the semantic importance score of the word over the entire corpus. This means that semantic importance encodes both local documentlevel evidence as it aggregates rank scores computed per document, and global corpus-level evidence as the word vectors for computing semantic relatedness to assert edges on the graph are learned from the entire corpus. The benefits of this design are two-fold. On the one hand, it captures a word's semantics at both document and corpus-level; on the other hand, practically a document-level graph is much smaller than a corpuslevel graph and therefore much more efficient to compute.
Specifically, algorithm 1 illustrates the graph construction process for a document d n . Given the set of term candidates from d n , we first generate the vocabulary of the term candidates (line 3). Next for each word w i in this vocabulary, we add a node to the graph (line 4) and select the strongly related words A w i that is a subset of the term candidate vocabulary (line 5, select(·)). Then words in A w i are added to the graph and an undirected, unweighted edge is created between w i and every word in A w i (line 6 onwards).
for all w j ∈ A w i do 7:
end for 10: end for Strongly related words are selected based on two thresholds. Given a word w i , their semantic relatedness with w i must at least pass the minimum threshold rel min , and also within the top rel top % from relrank(w i ). We set rel min = 0.5 for the scale of [0, 1.0] and rel top = 15. The values are empirically derived based on a preliminary data analysis to be detailed in Section 5.
In short, we choose the lowest rel min possible to ensure as many graphs as possible are connected, but no less than 0.5 as it is the intuitive middle point of the scale. However, our preliminary analysis shows that despite the choice of rel min , many words have a semantic relatedness score higher than the threshold with too large a percentage of all words, possibly due to the dense vectors learned from the corpus. This creates many nodes that are directly connected with all other nodes on a graph, which can drastically skew the graph computation. Increasing rel min does not solve the problem but may potentially generate more disconnected components on a graph (in the worst case, many isolated nodes). Therefore we introduce another threshold rel top %. Zhang et al. [50] showed in a task of finding equivalent relations from linked data that given a set of relation pair candidates, their degree of relatedness follow a long-tailed distribution and the truly equivalent pairs are those receiving exceptionally high relatedness scores. On average these are around 15% of the candidate set. We believe this to be a reasonable approximation to our problem and hence assume that, given relrank(w i ), only the top 15% words from the list can be considered to be 'strongly related' to w i .
While our method filters nodes and edges to be created on a graph, an alternative way would be using the edge weighted PageRank algorithm [51] , in which case words from the entire vocabulary will be added as nodes and there will be a direct, weighted edge between every pair of nodes on the graph. In theory, this is apparently very inefficient as the graph will be very large and overly dense.
Personalized PageRank
Traditionally, PageRank algorithms work with directed graphs. Therefore, we firstly convert the above created undirected graph into a directed one by turning each edge into a pair of opposite directed edges. Then given the directed graph G = (V, E), let deg i be the out node degree of node i, M be an |V| × |V| transition matrix where M j,i = M 1 deg i if there is a link from i to j, and zero otherwise. Then the personalized PageRank algorithm is formalized as a recursive process until convergence:
Pr is a vector of size |V| where each element is the score assigned to a corresponding node. Initially, this is set to a uniform distribution. v is a |V| × 1 vector whose elements can be set to bias the computation towards certain nodes, and c is the damping factor that by default, has been set to 0.85. The first term of the sum in the equation models the probability of a surfer reaching any node from a source by following the paths on the graph, while the second term represents the probability of 'teleporting' to any node, i.e., without following any paths on the graph.
In the standard PageRank, the vector v asserts a uniform distribution over all elements thus assigning equal probabilities to all nodes in the graph in case of random jumps. Personalized PageRank however, initializes v with a non-uniform distribution, assigning higher weights to certain elements considered to be more 'important'. This allows those corresponding nodes to spread their importance along the graph on successive iterations of the algorithm. Effectively, the higher weight of a node makes all the nodes in its vicinity also receive a higher weight.
We utilize this nature of personalized PageRank to bias the rank calculation against a set of seed terms. Let S = {s 1 , s 2 , ...s m } denote a set of m seed terms that are known to be real terms extracted from the target corpus. Then we initialize v as:
, where v i denotes the ith element in v, thus also corresponds to the node indexed by i on the graph; words(S ) returns a set of words extracted from the set of seed terms S . Intuitively, we feed the PageRank process with words extracted from seed terms for the domain and ask the algorithm to bias its ranking process to other words that are semantically related. We call this step 'personalization vector initialization', and the non-zero elements in the personalization vector 'activated elements'.
To create S , we can use any existing ATE methods to rank term candidates and select the top m. However, in this work, we simply rank term candidates using their total term frequency in the corpus, since the point is not to optimize SemRe-Rank by the choice of an ATE method for seed selection. Alternatively, we may also ask human annotators to provide a list of real terms. As the first approach does not require human intervention while the second does, we will refer to the first version as unsupervised SemRe-Rank while the second as supervised SemRe-Rank. And we continue to use SemRe-Rank to refer to both regardless of whether supervision is used.
Semantic importance. Following the personalized PageRank algorithm, Pr is computed until convergence, by which point we obtain stable rank scores for all nodes on the graph. Then the corpus level semantic importance of a word is computed as:
, where Pr n (w i ) is the rank score for w i computed on the graph for document d n (0 if the document does not contain this word).
Improving scores by ATE methods
The semantic importance score calculated for each word before is then used to modify base scores of term candidates computed by an ATE algorithm. Given t i ∈ terms(D) the set of term candidates extracted from the corpus D, AT E(t i ) denotes the base score of t i returned by an ATE algorithm. nAT E(t i ) denotes the normalized base score calculated as:
Similarly, nsmi(w i ) is the normalized semantic importance calculated as:
Semantic importance of words is then integrated with the normalized base score as below and the final score is used to to re-rank the term candidates.
Dataset
To extensively evaluate SemRe-Rank we compiled four frequently used datasets covering different domains.
GENIA. The most frequently used dataset in evaluating ATE is the GENIA dataset [52] , a semantically annotated corpus for biomedical text mining. GENIA contains 2,000 Medline abstracts, selected using a PubMed query for the terms human, blood cells, and transcription factors. The corpus is annotated with various levels of linguistic and semantic information. Following [33] we extract any text annotated as 'cons' (concept) as ground truth terms, but exclude 'incomplete' terms (e.g., coordinated terms, wildcard terms 5 ) as those do not appear in their complete lexical form.
ACLv2. Recent work by [53, 54] compiled a dataset using the publications indexed by the Association for Computational Linguistics (ACL). The dataset consists of two versions, ACL ver1 [53] contains over 10,900 documents, and a list of manually annotated domain-specific terms. Term candidates are firstly extracted by applying a list of patterns based on PoS sequence, and then ranked by several ATE algorithms and the top set of over 82,000 candidates are manually annotated as valid or invalid.
The second version ACL ver2 [54] consists of 300 abstracts from the ACL ver1 corpus that are fully annotated for the terminology they contain. Two annotators with expert knowledge in the domain were required to read the abstracts, and follow a detailed set of guidelines to mark lexical boundaries for all the terms they encountered.
We choose to use the ACL ver2 corpus for a number of reasons. First, the complete ACL ver1 dataset became unavailable at the time of writing as it was replaced by the ACL ver2 dataset 6 . Second, the annotation exercise was arguably biased, as only highly ranked 82,000 term candidates are annotated, and without access to their original lexical context in the documents. Based on the previous research, this only accounts for 15% of term candidates extracted using the suggested patterns [33] , hence it is likely that a very large proportion of real or correct terms was missed. The ACL ver2 corpus however, was fully annotated in a better controlled way. The original dataset 7 was annotated by two annotators with a double-annotated section of abstracts. In this work, we simply merge the two parts with a rather arbitrary decision to have the first annotator override the other.
TTCm and TTCw. While both GENIA and ACLv2 contain abstracts, we further enrich our dataset collection by adding two corpora containing full-length articles compiled under the TTC (Terminology Extraction, Translation Tools and Comparable Corpora) project 8 ). The English TTC-wind (TTCw) corpus contains 103 articles for the wind energy domain, while the English TTC-mobile(TTCm) contains 37 articles for the mobile technology domain 9 . Both corpora were created by crawling the Web and then manually filtered.
In addition, Astrakhantsev [7] used a number of other corpora for evaluating ATE. These are not selected for several reasons. Most of these datasets were created for keyword extraction, with documents often having only a handful of keywords as ground truth. Some also contain automatically created ground truth by using a domain thesaurus, which is likely to generate false positives (i.e., items incorrectly labeled as domain specific terms) and false negatives (i.e., items not labeled as domain specific terms but should have been). Table 1 shows the statistics of all four datasets used in the experiment. The datasets cover different technical domains, various length of documents, and different density of ground truth terms 10 .
Experiment
We ran all experiments described below on the same computer with 4 CPU cores and a maximum of 12GB memory. We firstly explain our choice of 13 state-of-the-art ATE methods to which we apply SemRe-Rank (Section 5.1), then run these methods under uniform settings to generate term candidates and their scores (Section 5.2), and evaluate the results using standard metrics (Section 5.3). Next, we apply SemRe-Rank to each ATE outcome on each dataset and rank term candidates using the new improved scores. This process includes: building a word embedding model for computing semantic relatedness for each dataset (Section 5.4), graph construction using the term candidates extracted before based on semantic relatedness (Section 5.5), computing semantic importance to revise term candidate scores (Section 5.6), and finally evaluating SemRe-Rank results (Sections 5.7 and 5.8).
Base ATE methods
Due to the plethora of methods available, it is infeasible but also unnecessary to apply SemRe-Rank to every ATE method. Hence we select 13 ATE methods based on three criteria: 1) to cover methods based on different principles as those discussed in Section 2; 2) to prefer best-performing methods based on results from previous research; 3) when possible, to use existing implementations for reproducibility.
Classic unithood based methods. Purely unithood-only methods are not selected as they are found to be less effective than other methods and are rarely used alone today. Instead, some unithood measures are covered in methods from other categories to be described below.
Classic termhood based methods. This includes the majority of ATE methods and as discussed before, can be divided into further five categories. Using occurrence frequencies: TFIDF [25] , which is the most used and also best performing [33] compared to ATTF, TTF, and Residual-IDF. Focusing on multiword terms: CValue [12] , which is recognized as the most effective method for the biomedical domain, as well as Basic [10] and ComboBasic [9] , both are more recent variants based on CValue; and RAKE [21] , which computes termhood using graph-based properties. Using reference corpus: Weirdness [14] and Relevance [18] both use frequency of terms observed in a reference corpus; and LinkProbability (LP) [8] , which uses Wikipedia hyperlink frequencies. Using term co-occurrence context: Matsuo et al.'s modified χ 2 [19] , which also extends a unithood measure. Using topic-modelling techniques: Li et al.'s Novel Topic Model (NTM) [16] .
Hybrid based. We use GlossEx [17] , which has been found to be one of the best performing hybrid methods. GlossEx also contains a component that measures the degree of unithood of a term candidate, called 'term cohesion'. We also use a uniform weight voting method (Vote) that, given different rankings of a list of term candidates calculated by several ATE methods, computes new scores for each term candidate by averaging its ranks from different methods. This is essentially the same as the 'weighted voting' [25] , except that we use uniform weight for different ATE methods. In [25] , the weight for each method depends on its precision, which must be empirically derived from labeled data. We do not use this because: 1) practically, labeled data are often unavailable and expensive to build; 2) the benefits of 'weighted' voting is not always attainable as it can still under-perform other ATE methods, including those which it is based on and aims to improve [7] .
Machine learning based. Positive unlabeled (PU) learning [8] is selected.
Semantic relatedness based. Intuitively, it makes little sense to incorporate semantic relatedness into another method based on the same hypothesis, as this will inevitably double-weight semantic relatedness, effectively down-weighting other important features such as word statistics. We empirically test this using Key Concept Relatedness (KCR) [8] and Domain Coherence (DC) [10] , and have observed supporting evidence for this. Therefore, practically, we do not recommend using SemRe-Rank with other ATE methods that are also based on the principle of semantic relatedness. We report this part of experiment in Appendix A.
We use the JATE [33] and the ATR4S[7] implementations of the above mentioned methods. The original implementation of Relevance in ATR4S uses frequency of term candidates in a reference corpus. However, in practice, many termsparticularly multi-word ones -are not found in the reference corpus, but their composing words. Hence we have adapted the method following the same approach used for Weirdness in [25, 33] 11 . The coverage of ATE methods -except voting -by both libraries are shown in Table 2 . For the voting method, since the two libraries extract two different lists of term candidates as we shall see later, we therefore use voting separately in the two different context: one that aggregates the results of the five ATE methods from the ATR4S library, and the other that aggregates the results of the seven ATE methods from the JATE library.
Base ATE runs
Both JATE and ATR4S allow evaluating ATE methods in a uniform environment. This is achieved through using the same term candidate extraction process for different ATE methods. While the two libraries do not support identical settings, we have ensured that they are as close as possible and that methods within each library use the same term candidate extraction process.
Term candidate extraction. Specifically, JATE uses PoS sequence patterns to extract words and word sequences based on their PoS tags. The PoS patterns depend on different datasets. For GENIA and ACLv2, we use the same patterns as in [33] . For TTCw and TTCm, we use the patterns distributed with the datasets. We then process the candidates by removing leading and trailing stop words and non-alphanumeric characters, and only keep term candidates that satisfy several conditions defined on: minimum character length (minc), maximum character length (maxc), minimum words (minw), and maximum words (maxw).
ATR4S firstly extracts n-grams, then filters them by applying a generic PoS pattern and stop words removal. It also supports min/max char, and min/max word parameters. Table 2 shows the details of the term candidate extraction configuration on all datasets. Detailed configuration files are also shared in the code repository online 12 . The slightly stricter constraints applied to both TTCw and TTCm datasets are used as a means to reduce incorrect term candidates due to very sparse real terms in the datasets. Table 2 shows the number of term candidates extracted from each dataset, using each library. Note that we do not use minimum frequency to filter term candidates. Frequency based filtering is a common practice in ATE to reduce the number of false positives [33] , however, at the cost of losing true positives. Overall, the generic PoS pattern used by ATR4S generates more term candidates (column '#terms') on all datasets, while the domain specific PoS patterns used by JATE captures more correct term candidates (column '#terms in GS'), except on the ACLv2 dataset.
Scoring and ranking. Next, each ATE method chosen above is applied to the set of term candidates extracted by their corresponding implementation library to compute a score for the candidates and rank them. Concerning parameters of individual ATE methods, we have used all default values in their corresponding libraries. For Weirdness, GlossEx and Relevance, the BNC corpus is used as reference.
Base ATE methods evaluation
We use two metrics to evaluate ATE results. Precision at K (P@K) calculates the precision (number of true positives as a fraction of the number of all term candidates considered) obtained at rank K. Used in many studies [33] , this evaluates an ATE method's ability to rank true positives highly. It is useful in practice as real terms are often found to be only a small proportion among all term candidates and human annotators are involved to validate the extraction output. We evaluate different K as (50, 100, 500, 1000, 2000) .
The second metric calculates Precision (P), Recall (R, number of true positives as a fraction of the number of ground truth), and F1 (harmonic mean of P and R) at a rank that is equal to the number of extracted term candidates that are also found in the gold standard. For example, based on Table 2 (column #3), on the GENIA dataset, we calculate P, R, F1 at rank 13,831 when using the term candidates extracted by the ATR4S library, and 15,603 when using the term candidates extracted by the JATE library. Thus a perfect ATE method will obtain 100% precision and also maximum recall on that dataset at rank K. This is similar to the Average Precision (AvP) metric [7] , which places more focus on precision but is more computationally expensive as it is computed for every position on a ranked list. We will refer to this metric as overall Precision, Recall and F1.
Results for these ATE methods are shown in Table 3 . The highest figures obtained on each dataset with each evaluation criteria are highlighted in bold. Some may argue that the results of different methods from the two libraries are not directly comparable as they use different sets of term candidates. However, we believe that this is still useful reference since the highest figures are seen on methods from both libraries, suggesting that the different sets of term candidates do not particularly bias either of the two. Also note that the tasks on the TTCm and TTCw datasets are much more challenging, due to the very small amount of ground truth terms compared to relatively large amount of extracted term candidates (See Tables 1, 2) . Effectively, this means that, for example, the maximum P@2,000 for TTCm is 0.13 ( 254 2,000 ) and 0.14 ( 287 2,000 ) for TTCw. We notice several patterns from the results. First, in line with previous findings [25, 7, 33] , no single ATE method can out-perform others on all datasets under all criteria. This raises the question of whether it would be more beneficial to develop methods that can universally improve existing ATE methods, rather than replacing them with a new one as it can not be guaranteed to work well in all situations. Second, while Astrakhantsev [7] criticizes that many existing works do not compare against more recent methods, it is clear that these methods do not demonstrate consistent advantage over older, classic methods, such as CValue, and TFIDF. Third, neither the supervised machine learning based method nor the voting method consistently outperforms others. The voting method depends too much on its composing methods to perform well and tends to find a 'middle ground' of all participating methods, except only a few cases. As a result, it can underperform individual methods.
SemRe-Rank word embedding for semantic relatedness
To use SemRe-Rank with an ATE method, we need to firstly build word embedding models which we use to compute semantic relatedness between words. For each dataset, we apply a pre-process to: 1) remove stop words; 2) lemmatize each word; 3) remove any words that do not contain alpha-numeric characters; 4) remove any words that contain less than 2 characters for ACLv2 and GENIA datasets, and 3 characters for TTCm and TTCw datasets (see also Table 2 for 'minc'). The word order is retained. Table 4 shows the resulting vocabularies for each pre-processed dataset.
We use the gensim 13 implementation of word2vec [29] to learn a word embedding model from the pre-processed datasets. word2vec employs a neural network algorithm to learn a dense vector of any arbitrary size for each word in a corpus, where each dimension is considered to represent a latent concept derived from the data. We used the skip-gram variant of the method, known to perform better with small corpus and infrequent words, which is typical for ATE tasks. We use an expected vector dimension of 100, and a context window of 3 for all datasets. The parameter settings are rather arbitrary, as the purpose is solely to create a reasonable model for computing semantic relatedness, and further performance optimization is beyond the scope of this paper.
SemRe-Rank graph construction
Next, we build for each document, a graph consisting of words extracted from the term candidates in that document and words that they are strongly related to. As described before, we use two thresholds to control the selection of strongly related words for a target word w i : a minimum semantic relatedness threshold rel min , and top rel top % from relrank(w i ). This design is empirically driven by a data analysis that is independent from the evaluation of SemRe-Rank. Specifically, we started with analyzing for each unique word from the extracted term candidates in a dataset, the percentage of the term candidate vocabulary with which it has a relatedness above a certain rel min threshold (e.g., 0.9, 0.8). We analyzed both the term candidate vocabulary based on ATR4S and JATE and found the same pattern, therefore, we only show findings based on ATR4S in Figure 1 and Table 5 . Using ACLv2 for example, when rel min = 0.9, nearly 75% of words are related to at least 60% of words from the term candidate vocabulary of 1,922 words (Figure 1) . This means that, if rel min is used as a threshold alone to establish edges on a graph, 75% of nodes will be connected to almost 60% of all nodes on the graph, which seems to make little sense. Yet still for this dataset, 16% of words are not related to any other words at all ( Table 5 ). That is to say, these become disconnected nodes from any graphs. Similar situation is found on the TTCm dataset. While on the GENIA and TTCw datasets, a high rel min does seem to have stronger discriminative power. However, the problems are that, on the one hand, high rel min threshold does not demonstrate consistent discriminating power on all datasets; on the other hand, it almost certainly results in poor graph connectivity as too many nodes are isolated.
Although reducing rel min certainly creates more superfluous connections, the positive effect is the reduction in the number of isolated nodes from graphs. However, it is clear that rel min alone is insufficient for the task and therefore, we introduce the other threshold rel top % to take only the top ranked words from Table 5 : Based on the term candidate vocabulary extracted by the ATR4S library: percentage of words that has zero related words under a given rel min threshold. These words will become isolated nodes when the graph is constructed for its containing document. 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.5 ACLv2 16% 9% 6% 4% 3% GENIA 19% 5% 2% 0.4% 0.1% TTCm 10% 4% 3% 2% 1% TTCw 11% 4% 2% 1% 0.4% relrank(w i ) for a given w i . And as described before, we set rel min = 0.5, which although does not eliminate isolated nodes, still reduces them to reasonable levels and semantically represents a middle point on a [0, 1] scale relatedness; and we set rel top % to 15 based on the intuition discussed before in [33] . 
SemRe-Rank computation
After a graph is created, the personalized PageRank algorithm is applied to compute rank scores for all words on the graph. The scores of each word are then aggregated over all documents where this word is found, to derive a score of semantic importance for that word on the entire corpus.
The only parameter with SemRe-Rank is m the number of seeds for the personalization vector. We experiment with two different settings, i.e., m = 100 or m = 200. Note that for the TTCm and TTCw datasets, we have only around 250 ground truth terms thus any m greater than that will certainly include incorrect terms in vector initialization and this can skew the ranking. Also generally speaking, the larger the m, the more likely that we include incorrect terms. Table 6 shows the precision of these terms for different datasets. Table 7 shows graph statistics collected on the four datasets. Notice that: 1) since the two ATE libraries (ATR4S and JATE) generates different term candidates, there is a difference in the numbers for each library. The table shows the average between them; 2) the graph contains nodes representing words both within a document and other documents in the corpus; 3) the average number of activated elements in the personalization vector per document is almost certain to be lower than m, which is chosen for the entire dataset. Also it seems to have no correlation with the size of the graph.
Finally, semantic importance of words are incorporated with the scores of a term computed by a base ATE method to revise candidate scores and re-rank them by the new scores.
SemRe-Rank evaluation
We use the same metrics described before but only show the changes brought by SemRe-Rank against reference models (see below). For overall Precision, Recall and F1, we show the changes to each of the three metrics (diff ovrl P, R, F1). For precision in the top K ranked term candidates (i.e., P@K), we notice that changes are not obtained always on all five Ks we have experimented with, particularly on the TTCm and TTCw datasets that contain very sparse real terms. Hence we show 1) the number of Ks on which a change is noticed (chng P@K); and 2) the average changes in precision among them (avg diff P@K).
SemRe-Rank improvements over base ATE methods. Table 8 shows that SemRe-Rank has made improvement to all ATE algorithms on 2 datasets, i.e., ACLv2 and GENIA, by at least one evaluation metric. In terms of average P@K, we notice an improvement of between 1 to 10% on all cases (both m = 100 and 200 are counted, same in the following), except the voting method that combines the five ATE methods from the ATR4S library. In terms of overall PRF1, positive improvement (at least on one metric from P, R, or F1) is achieved on 34/56 cases.
Results on both the TTCm and the TTCw datasets are mixed. Although the majority of changes are positive, we also notice negative changes. On the TTCm dataset, we notice an improvement of between 0.3 to 10% in average P@K, but also 3 cases of a decrease of 1%. Improvements in overall PRF1 are all positive, with 21/28 cases of improvements on at least on one metric from P, R, or F1. The situation appears to be slightly worse on the TTCw dataset, as we notice three cases of decrease in P@K and also two cases of decrease in overall PRF1.
The somewhat inconsistent performance on the TTCm and TTCw datasets is likely due to the poor quality of vector initialization. For example, Table 6 suggests that on the TTCw dataset, among the selected 100 terms used for vector initialization (m = 100), only 13/14 are true positives depending on the library used to extract and rank term candidates, while for 200 terms the number is 24. This means that over 85% of terms selected for vector initialization are adding 'noisy' signals. This improves on the TTCm dataset but still almost 60∼75% selected term candidates are not real terms. The situations are significantly better on the ACLv2 and GENIA datasets, and hence much better and consistent improvements are achieved on those datasets.
In all cases, the precision in the selected term candidates on these datasets is far from being perfect. Considering the amount of noise introduced during vector initialization and the performance improvements discussed above, we argue that the benefits of SemRe-Rank are rather encouraging, as it indicates that the algorithm is fairly robust to noise. This is particularly true on the TTCm and TTCw datasets, where despite a significant proportion of noisy term candidates used for vector initialization, SemRe-Rank can still achieve wide improvements.
Comparing the two types of evaluation metrics, it appears that SemRe-Rank is particularly effective at ranking correct terms highly, as it has achieved more widespread improvements in P@K. Notice that the improvements (under either m = 100 or 200) over four ATE algorithms (i.e., PU, GlossEx, RAKE and Weirdness) on some datasets are quite significant (≥ 0.5). The effect of different m appears to be insignificant, as the performance difference under m = 100 and m = 200 in most cases is very little. We would also not recommend increasing m as this will almost certainly include more noisy terms for vector initialization, (see Table 6 ) and the benefits are rather unpredictable considering the inconsistent results obtained on TTCw.
Supervised SemRe-Rank improvements over base ATE methods. To prove that the under-performance of SemRe-Rank under some settings -particularly on the TTCw dataset -is due to poor vector initialization, we carry out an additional set of experiments by excluding incorrect terms from those m selected for initializing the personalization vector. We refer to these experiments as 'supervised' SemRe-Rank.
Practically, this resembles a scenario where human annotators are asked to provide a handful of examples as 'seeds', and they are supported with an automatically extracted list of the most frequent term candidates in a corpus, as they only need to select from this list those considered to be correct. In this case, we are annotating between 100 and 200 term candidates for each dataset. We consider such an effort to be fairly reasonable and not very laborious.
Effectively, the resulting number of term candidates retained for vector initialization on each dataset can be calculated by P@m × m (See Table 6 ). For example, on the TTCw dataset, with m = 100, only 14 and 13 term candidates are retained in those extracted by the ATR4S and JATE libraries respectively; and with m = 200, only 24 term candidates are retained. Table  9 shows the statistics of vector initialization on the four datasets using these 'filtered' terms. Compared to those obtained with unfiltered m terms in Table 7 , the number of activated vector elements -hence also the nodes on the graph -is significantly lower. Again using the TTCw dataset for example, on an average graph, with m = 100 only 11 out of over 8,800 nodes (or 0.12%) are activated. This increases to just 19 (or just over 0.21%) with m = 200.
The results of supervising SemRe-Rank are shown in Table  10 . Again we show only the improvements over each base ATE method, but also compare against each unsupervised SemRe-Rank variant by highlighting better performance in bold, and worse performance in brackets.
Clearly, supervised SemRe-Rank performs much better than its unsupervised counterpart. Notice that although there are a few cases of decrease in changed P@K and avg diff P@K, when the total improvement is considered (i.e., the multiplied product of the two figures), there are only two cases of real decrease: Weirdness on ACLv2, and Basic (m = 200) on GENIA. Supervision also leads to much more frequent improvement by overall P, R, and F1, particularly on the TTCw and TTCm datasets. Compared against the unsupervised version, significant improvements are noticed with more base ATE methods in both P@K and overall P, R, F1. The number of cases where significant improvement is achieved in P@K (both m = 100 and 200) has more than doubled (41 v.s. 17 cases), while the number of cases where a significant improvement is achieved in overall F1 has tripled (15 v.s. 5 cases).
Across all base ATE methods, those having benefited most from supervised SemRe-Rank are PU, CValue, Relevance and TFIDF. All of these methods have achieved ≥ 0.09 point improvement over unsupervised SemRe-Rank on at least one dataset, by at least one metric. For example, on the TTCw dataset, PU + supervised SemRe-Rank has achieved an improvement of 0.12 over PU + unsupervised SemRe-Rank (or 0.11 over PU) in average difference in P@K when m=100; similarly for Relevance on the TTCm dataset, supervised SemRe-Rank outperforms the unsupervised by 0.16 (or Relevance by 0.28) in overall F1.
Across different datasets, TTCw and TTCm have benefited most, as performance decrease has been eliminated and 6 out of 13 base ATE methods (PU, CValue, Relevance, TFIDF, Weirdness, χ 2 ) scored a ≥ 0.05 point improvement over unsupervised SemRe-Rank. This is rather unsurprising but verifying our assumption previously that poor vector initialization could be the Tables 6, 9) , the improvements are indeed remarkable. This shows that our method can be particularly effective on very challenging datasets where real terms are very sparse.
In contrast, on the ACLv2 and GENIA datasets, although improvements have been noticed on many cases, the real signifi-cant ones are only seen for PU and TFIDF. This suggests that supervised SemRe-Rank has benefited less on these datasets from the elimination of noise in vector initialization. Recall that according to Table 6 , on both datasets, the term candidates selected for vector initialization have a precision of about 60% and higher, compared to 30% and less on the TTCm and TTCw datasets. This means that the amount of noise reduced relative to the amount of positive signals (i.e., true positives) is a lot lower on the ACLv2 and GENIA datasets, which explains the Table 9 : Statistics of vector initialization with filtered terms (supervised SemRe-Rank). Other graph stats (e.g., nodes, edges) remain the same as those in Table 7.   ACLv2 GENIA TTCm TTCw  m=100 62  16  31  11  m=200 101  25  63  19 less significant changes in performance by supervised SemRe-Rank. Furthermore, comparing figures noted at different m, again there is no clear pattern as to whether one will consistently lead to better results than another. Considering that noisy terms have already been eliminated in these cases, this suggests adding additional seed terms for bootstrapping does not always guarantee benefits. Some may argue that this could be attributed to the very little difference in the numbers of activated elements in the personalization vector under different m as indicated in Table  9 , thus a larger m may still contribute to further performance improvement. The main issue with this however, is that it can significantly reduce the practicality of the supervised approach as it increases human annotation effort. For a supervised approach to be practically usable, we argue that it must work with as minimal input from humans as possible.
Best of SemRe-Rank v.s. best of base ATE methods. We collate the best performance obtained by both versions of SemRe-Rank on each dataset in Table 11 and compare against the best performing base ATE methods. These can be considered as the 'ceiling' performance obtainable by both groups of methods. In the majority cases, SemRe-Rank indeed is able to boost performance that exceeds the best base ATE method and interestingly, often these are not obtained with the best base ATE method itself. We also notice that a very large proportion of best performing figures are obtained with the supervised version of SemRe-Rank.
Against RandomRank and voting
In order to further validate that improvement brought by SemRe-Rank is not by chance, we have implemented Ran-domRank, which simply assigns semantic importance scores to words randomly following a standard normal distribution. The results of this method is compared against the unsupervised version of SemRe-Rank, and shown in Table 12 .
The random behaviour indeed results in a significant degree of inconsistency, as we see a majority of results being negative and only a few cases where positive improvements are noticed. Interestingly, in several cases, RandomRank even achieved higher figures. However, firstly this pattern is not persistent either in terms of the base ATE method or the tested datasets; secondly, notice that out of the 10 cases where only a higher figure of 'changed P@K' is observed, when 'avg diff P@K' is factored in, the total performance improvement is actually worse in 7 cases.
Arguably, the voting method can be seen as a generic approach to improve individual ATE method. Compared to SemRe-Rank, the main problem is that its performance is often limited by the individual best performing method that participates in voting. As Table 3 shows, except the ATR4S voting on the ACLv2 dataset, voting cannot consistently improve the individual best performing method. Previous research [7] also showed that weighted voting can still underperform individual participating methods. In contrast, improvements by SemRe-Rank are more consistent, and SemRe-Rank has also proved to be capable of further improving voting based methods.
Conclusion
Automatic Term Extraction is a fundamental task in data and knowledge acquisition and a long established research area for decades. Despite a plethora of methods introduced over the years, it continues to remain challenging and an unsolved task in some domains, as studies (including this one) have shown poor results in some datasets, and inconsistent performance across different domains.
This work addresses the problem by taking two underexplored research directions: 1) to incorporate semantic relatedness in the extraction of domain specific terms, and 2) to propose a generic approach that can be combined with an existing ATE method to further improve its performance. This creates SemRe-Rank, which applies a personalized PageRank process to a semantic relatedness graph of words to compute their 'semantic importance' scores, which are then used to revise the base scores of term candidates computed by another ATE algorithm. SemRe-Rank can run either in an unsupervised or supervised mode, in which case human annotators only need to provide a small list of correct terms.
SemRe-Rank has been extensively evaluated with 13 stateof-the-art ATE methods on four datasets of diverse natures, and has achieved widespread improvement over all methods and across all datasets. Among these, the unsupervised version scored a maximum improvement of 0.10 point in terms of average precision among top K ranked term candidates (i.e., P@K), and a maximum of 0.12 in terms of overall F1. We also noticed many cases of significant improvement (≥0.5) obtained with several ATE methods on different datasets, particularly on a very challenging one where real terms are very sparse. It also shows to be fairly robust, as it still obtained many positive improvement on this dataset where the personalization vector suffers from significant presence of noise (>60% of automatically selected term candidates used to initialize the personalization vector are incorrect). The supervised version of SemRe-Rank used between 14 ∼140 terms annotated out of the top 100 and 200 most frequent term candidates on each dataset. It has extended the improvement over base ATE methods on all datasets, with maximum improvements of 0.15 in average P@K and 0.28 in overall F1. The number of cases where a significant improvement is achieved in P@K or overall F1 has also increased considerably. Compared against voting, which is often used to improve individual ATE methods, SemRe-Rank is more consistent as voting cannot always improve every individual methods to which it is applied.
There are several limitations in this work and these will be addressed in the future. In terms of word embeddings used to compute semantic relatedness, the datasets we have used to learn the embeddings are orders of magnitude smaller compared to previous work in other areas. Although empirically they are shown to be still effective in the context of ATE, one question that remains is whether we can expand the corpus in a systematic way and whether we can learn better quality word embeddings for ATE from such an expanded corpus. In terms of graph construction, the method we adopted for establishing edges are based on previously reported heuristics. This has worked well on all datasets but an automatic approach that is able to identify edges based on data shall be investigated. In terms of vector initialization, we have shown that SemRe-Rank's performance benefits from correct terms selected in the seeds but deteriorates when the proportion of noisy, incorrect terms is significantly high. Questions remain as whether we can define a balance threshold at which SemRe-Rank will work well despite the presence of noise, and whether we can define a method that will automatically select seeds to achieve this balance. Finally, SemRe-Rank is currently a model based on unigrams. Future work will study alternative models that include also bigrams and trigrams. This will require learning word embeddings for n-grams, and matching n-grams to term candidates when incorporating their semantic importance. KCR, but within top 50 after SemRe-Rank is applied to it.
Combining previous results, we believe that SemRe-Rank is an effective approach for enhancing state-of-the-art ATE methods except those based on the semantic relatedness paradigm as this could double the weight of semantic relatedness and empirically skew the results. .03 ---
